
New Zealand is hitting the 
mark in providing the world 
with high quality and safe 
food. Agcarm supports 
recent government proposals 
to boost this vital sector but 
warns of inefficiencies in 
the political system to enact 
them.  

The new government’s support 
for a productive farming sector 
was underscored at the recent 
Primary Industries Summit by Prime 
Minister, Jacinda Ardern.

Being promised is an $84 million 
cash injection over the next two 
years and the progression of 22 
key deliverables to accelerate 
the sector. Projects to increase 
horticultural and agricultural 
income by $44 billion in the next 
decade - valued at $262 million - 
are also in the pipeline.

Although this is welcome news, it 
means that there is a lot of work for 
industry and government to do to 
achieve these ambitious goals. 

The framework must consider New 
Zealand's unique environment, AGCARM CHIEF EXECUTIVE, MARK ROSS

Our future is in the hands of farmers 

By Agcarm Chief Executive, Mark Ross

fluctuating trade conditions, 
a declining labour force and 
consumers demanding healthy and 
safe food. 

The agricultural and horticultural 
industries will no doubt be leading 
the charge for progressing these 
initiatives. Farmers, growers, 
industry groups, manufacturers and 
researchers will be delivering the 
sweat, tears and financial investment 
necessary. The question is whether 
the government can keep up with 
the acceleration. With regulations 
notorious for blocking progress, 
officials often hampered by 
Ministers, and senior leaders slow in 
decision-making, outputs could fall 
short and frustrations would soon 
follow.

Unnecessary barriers imposed on 
companies wanting to trial new and 
innovative crop protection products 
in containment, is one example.  The 
benefits they offer New Zealand 
farmers and growers are amplified 
by the need to replace older, more 
hazardous products with newer, 
greener and softer solutions.

Sustainability, regenerative farming, 
health and wellness, and zero carbon 

economies are just some of the new 
‘buzz’ topics. Encompassing all these 
is the need for sensible regulation led 
by science and facts, versus political 
interference.

Agcarm calls on the new government 
to front up on its boisterous support 
for agriculture by putting in the hard 
yards. Our industry is here to work 
with the government to increase 
production and ensure that our food 
remains healthy, safe and sought 
after by consumers from all around 
the globe. ■
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generations to meet theirs. A better 
future is one which prioritises 
the planet, people, and profit 
- because we all need natural, 
social and economic resources. 
The challenge is to prevent one of 
these vital pillars from deterring the 
development of any of the others, 
so they are equally as robust. In 
2021, this challenge is going to be 
more pertinent than ever. Now is 
the time for us all to reflect on our 
own businesses and their influence 
on ensuring a more sustainable 
future for all. Taking that a step 
further, the challenge for our 
industry is to address how we grow 
each of these key pillars in unison, 
so none are out of balance.

“We must ensure that New 
Zealand farmers have access 
to the most effective science 
and solutions that are 
sustainable and add value.” 

Sustainability was also a focus of 
the recently held Primary Industries 
Summit in Wellington, aligning 
with our goal of helping members 
to continue to innovate for New 
Zealand. 

I want to thank Mark Ross and the 
team for tackling the number of 
issues that have arisen over the 

Kerr acknowledges the challenges 
faced by the industry over the 
past few months and iterates that 
having a united voice for animal 
health and crop science is more 

important than ever before. “The 
world has changed. New Zealand 
agriculture has skilfully adapted 
to the change, but we need to 
ensure we continue to be nimble 
and progress the delivery of new 
and greener solutions for farmers 
and growers.” This will mean that 
we will “not only compete on the 
global stage but be a leader on it”.

Farmers and growers need and 
deserve access to the best and 
latest products. Delays in the 
regulation of field trials and 
research can set projects back 
years and, by doing so, undermines 
the viability of domestic research 
and development programmes. 

Companies must invest in field 
trials to register new products 
in New Zealand, so a delay often 
means that it is not economically 
viable to introduce some products. 
This makes it difficult to find 
replacements for older and less 
environmentally-friendly products. 

New Zealand farmers and growers 
bear the cost by missing out on 
cutting edge products and lost 
production.

“We must ensure that New Zealand 
farmers have access to the most 
effective science and solutions that 
are sustainable and add value.”

Sustainability means that we 
meet our own needs without 
compromising the ability of future 

A Word from our President
year and for helping members to 
navigate through them. We also 
farewelled Jan Quay, following 
a seventeen-year tenure. Her 
replacement, Jeff Howe, has joined 
the team as technical manager. 
He will be taking the lead on 
animal health issues and will also 
provide technical support on the 
crop protection and rural supplier 
portfolios. Jeff comes with a broad 
experience base and is familiar 
with our regulatory environment, 
so will be an asset to Agcarm.  

In the next few months, we can 
finally meet in person for the 
February summer conference in 
Napier. I encourage all members 
to take advantage of the extra 
networking opportunities and 
celebrations after a very taxing 
year.  It will be exciting to see local 
innovations first-hand. It is also a 
great opportunity to support our 
regional communities, as we bring 
more of our events around the 
country. 

Until then, I hope you all have an 
enjoyable holiday season with your 
families and a well earnt rest.  It’s 
a good time to reflect and recover 
from a very challenging year, 
and to celebrate what we can.  
Thanks to all our members and 
stakeholders for all your support 
and I look forward to seeing you in 
2021. ■

Agcarm President, Gavin 
Kerr, has been in the 
presidency role for six 
months and is steadfast in 
his goal – to help members 
develop innovative solutions 
and get recognised for their 
contribution to sustainable 
outcomes. 
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BEE NUMBERS STILL 
ESCALATING

Despite recent reports of 
declining bee numbers due to 
pesticide use, figures released 
by the Ministry for Primary 
Industries show that beehive 
numbers have increased three-
fold since 2005. 

According to its apiculture 
monitoring programme, hive 
numbers reached over 918,000 
in 2019, up from below 300,000 
fourteen years ago. The 
numbers have consistently been 
on an upward trend since then, 
with the latest figures showing 
a four percent increase on the 
previous year.

Our honey crop and beekeeping 
enterprises are also achieving 
record results.

The New Zealand honey crop 
increased by 15 percent to 
23,000 tonnes during the 
2018/19 year. This new record 
was attributed to the increase 
in hives and a higher national 

average hive yield (up 10 
percent to 25.1 kgs per hive), 
compared to the year before.

Agcarm Chief Executive, Mark 
Ross says, “this is great news, as 
bees are absolutely critical for 
agriculture, horticulture and our 
native fauna”.

Independent scientific 
research included in the report 
concluded that the destructive 
varroa mite is the main cause of 
bee losses and has decimated 
wild bee populations. Other 
causes of bee deaths include 
wasps, drought, loss of the 
queen and starvation. There 
were no reports of pesticides 
causing the loss of bees or 
beehives.

Agcarm members are proactive 
in supporting bee health – by 
providing products to control 
the varroa mite as well as 
educating farmers and raising 
awareness of bee health issues.

Bee hive numbers are the highest New Zealand 
has seen, at over 918,000 registered hives 
nationwide, according to the Ministry for Primary 
Industries’ Apiculture Monitoring Report.

New Zealand Registered Beekeeper and Hive Numbers, 2000 to 2019
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 [4]Rural recycling and waste reduction update
One-stop shop events
A safe and sustainable option for 
disposing of farm waste is the 
ethos behind the Agrecovery 
one-stop shop events, where rural 
communities can recycle and 
sustainably dispose of a variety 
of end-of-life rural products and 
packaging. Agrecovery ran nine 
events in Canterbury last month, 
with further events to be held in 
Waikato and Taranaki early next 
year. 

"The events allow us to work with 
farmers and growers to find the 
best ways of sustainably clearing 
on-farm waste," says Wilson. 

Collection figures heading in the 
right direction
In the last quarter to 30 September, 
a total of 102,704 kgs of product 
packaging has been collected.  

Video: Recycling containers 
Watch the video explaining 
the recycling of agrichemical 
containers. ■  

New head for Agrecovery 
Having commenced as General 
Manager of the rural recycling 
scheme in late September, Tony 
Wilson has picked up many of 
the initiatives and projects that 
Agrecovery has been developing 
with the Ministry for the 
Environment.

His goal is to see all farm waste 
reused and recycled locally, 
supporting a circular economy. He 
wants to leverage global partners to 
help create smart solutions for rural 
waste. 

Tony looks forward to working 
with industry, global partners and 
government to achieve positive 
environmental outcomes for New 
Zealand's rural communities. 

Priority product status
Agrichemicals and farm plastics 
will become part of a regulated 
product stewardship scheme 
in August 2021. This will make 
manufacturers, distributors and 
importers of agrichemicals - as 
well as farmers and growers, 
responsible for the recycling or 
sustainable disposal of products at 
the end of their useful life.

Wilson welcomes proposals to 
regulate and further promote 
product stewardship, but argues 
for measures to incentivise plastic 
manufacturers to use at least 25 
percent of recycled products in 
the manufacturing process. 

The recycling scheme aims to 
extend the network and find other 
ways for customers to engage in 
recycling. 

Agrecovery collects half of the 
agrichemical containers from 
participating brands, "with 
regulation and additional funding, 
we aim to increase this to over 60 
percent next year," says Wilson. 

"The funding will allow us 
to create new sites, better 
infrastructure and offer more 
events to make it easier for 
farmers and growers to recycle.”

Farmers and growers can expect 
a resilient system with more 
convenient options for collecting 
and recycling agrichemical 
containers and farm plastics. 

These services will be provided free 
of charge, but the costs for providing 
them will be incorporated into the 
price of the product.

Recycling trials
In the challenge to clear more waste 
from rural communities, Agrecovery 
is trialling the recycling of animal 
health products, LDPE bags and 
tubs. The programme is examining 
how it can set up a recycling scheme 
for these products and the easiest 
way to collect the products for 
processing. 

Agrecovery is working with 
distributors and veterinary clinics to 
examine how much waste is derived 
from the veterinary process and 
then tackle how to recycle it with 
Auckland-based recycler, Astron.  

LDPE bags have been collected from 
events in the North and South islands 
and the programme expects to have 
enough bags to complete a recycling 
trial in February.

It is in the process of setting up 
advisory groups which will be part of 
an overarching product stewardship 
scheme.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bArmFa7Iep4
https://www.agrecovery.co.nz/agrecovery-annual-report-2018-2019/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bArmFa7Iep4
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 [5]INTERNATIONAL ANIMAL HEALTH 

PROGRAMME CONTINUES UNABATED

VICH is a trilateral cooperation 
programme driving the 
harmonisation of technical 
requirements for the registration 
of veterinary medicinal products. 
The full name for VICH is a bit 
of a mouthful – the International 
Cooperation on Harmonisation 
of Technical Requirements 
for Registration of Veterinary 
Medicinal Products.

The Steering Committee meets 
with the World Organisation for 
Animal Health and the Outreach 
Forum on animal health issues.

The committee oversees 
policy direction and ensures 
agreement between countries 
before endorsing guidelines. 
Most technical guidelines are 
developed by expert working 
groups. The European Union, 
Japan and the United States of 
America are the core participants, 
with New Zealand, Australia, 
South Africa and Canada 
appointed as observers. 

About VICH:
VICH promotes the establishment 
of safe and effective veterinary 
medicinal products across the 
world through wider international 
harmonisation of technical 
requirements for the registration of 
veterinary medicinal products.  

The VICH Outreach Forum (VOF), 
chaired by the OIE, drew over 
90 participants representing 22 
regulatory agencies or animal health 
industry organisations (including 
Agcarm) from six continents.  It 
consisted of VICH and OIE activity 
updates and a Q&A session. A 
training webinar on the VICH GL 27 
(Antimicrobial Resistance - Guidance 
on pre-approval information for 
registration of new veterinary 
medicinal products for food 
producing animals with respect to 
antimicrobial resistance) was also 
included. A virtual follow up meeting 
with VICH experts to address 
technical questions from VOF 
members will be organised in early 
2021. This training material will be 
added to the training section on the 
VICH website www.vichsec.org.  

The VICH Steering Committee 
formally adopted VICH GL59 

(Biologicals) LABST – Harmonisation 
of criteria to waive laboratory animal 
batch safety testing for vaccines for 
veterinary use for implementation in 
the VICH regions by November 2021. 
This guideline completes the series 
of three VICH biologicals guidelines 
on harmonising the criteria to waive 
target and laboratory animal batch 
safety testing. The guidelines are 
designed to improve animal welfare 
and reduce the need for these tests.  

The Expert Working Group on 
Quality will work on a new draft 
guideline, following the adoption of 
the concept paper for the adoption 
of ICH Q7: Good Manufacturing 
Practice for Active Pharmaceutical 
Ingredients by the Steering 
Committee. 

The Steering Committee noted 
the initiation of work by the 
new Expert Working Group on 
Medicated Premixes following 
adoption of the concept paper. 
It also monitored the progress of 
the Expert Working Groups on 
Biologicals, Pharmacovigilance, 
Safety, Metabolism and Residue 
Kinetics, Combination Products, 
Bioequivalence and Anthelmintics. 

The 40th VICH Steering Committee 
and 14th VOF meetings are 
scheduled for 15 - 18 November 
2021 in Amsterdam. ■   

Next VICH meetings

NOW IN ITS THIRD DECADE OF ACTIVITY, THE 39TH VICH STEERING 
COMMITTEE AND 13TH VICH OUTREACH FORUM ANNUAL MEETINGS 
TOOK PLACE BY VIDEO CONFERENCE FROM 16 TO 19 NOVEMBER 2020. 
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 [6]BRINGING IWI PERSPECTIVES 
TO ENVIRONMENTAL 
DECISION MAKING  
As one of New Zealand’s environmental regulators, the 

Environmental Protection Authority (EPA) makes decisions based on 

evidence from science, mātauranga, and data. 

The EPA has released its 
mātauranga framework – a new 
model unique to Aotearoa. The 
initiative is designed to help its 
decision makers weave Māori, iwi, 
hapū, and whānau perspectives, 
including mātauranga, together 
with western science. 

The framework is the culmination 
of a three-year programme aimed 
at helping EPA’s decision makers 
to understand, test and probe 
mātauranga when it is presented in 
evidence regarding an application 
made to the EPA. 

The Acting Manahautū/General 
Manager in Kaupapa Kura Taiao, 
the EPA’s Māori Policy and 
Operations group, Erica Gregory, 
says there is no one definition 
of mātauranga, but it could be 
described as a unique knowledge 
and understanding of Te Taiao – the 
natural environment. It follows a 
systematic methodology based on 
evidence, and incorporates culture, 
values, and a Māori worldview. 

“It has its own unique 
characteristics that are as valid 
as, but different from, other 
knowledge systems including 
science. A simple example of 
mātauranga would be the Māori 
consideration that when a 
pōhutukawa tree is in blossom, it is 
also a good time to harvest kina. 

“It is often about what is observed 
and lived, more of a holistic 
approach, rather than focussing on 
composite parts. Western science, 
on the other hand, delves into the 
detail to work towards the whole. 

“Māori think long-term, inter-
generationally, about the 
environment. ‘We ask ‘how can we 
deal respectfully with knowledge 
passed to us by our ancestors?’ 
We must tread carefully, so what 
we leave for future generations 
is better than before,” says Ms 
Gregory. 

The EPA encourages anyone 
planning to submit an application 
or proposal to the EPA to engage 
with Māori groups whose interests 
may be affected by the application. 

Applications made to the EPA 
under the Hazardous Substances 
and New Organisms Act or 
Exclusive Economic Zone and 
Continental Shelf (Environmental 
Effects) Act will have local, regional 
or national impacts. Applications 
of local significance to Māori will 
require engagement with those 
directly affected such as iwi and 
hapū of the area and any relevant 
Māori industry organisations. 
Applications that are likely to have 

Read the mātauranga framework

Video: Why the EPA is 
implementing its Mātauranga 
Framework

Erica Gregory

national impacts, such as the release 
or reassessment of organisms or 
substances, will require national 
engagement.

As always, Kaupapa Kura Taiao 
provides guidance to iwi and 
applicants. 

When considering applications, 
the EPA determines if engagement 
with Māori is in accordance with 
best practice - especially if there 
could be an impact on management 
by Māori of their cultural and 
natural resources. This includes 
their rights to develop culturally, 
socially, spiritually and physically, 
implementation of the principles 
of Te Tiriti o Waitangi (the Treaty 
of Waitangi) and any Treaty 
settlements. ■

https://www.epa.govt.nz/assets/Uploads/Documents/Te-Hautu/Matauranga-Maori-Report_Framework-Report.pdf
https://player.vimeo.com/video/438694626
https://player.vimeo.com/video/438694626
https://player.vimeo.com/video/438694626
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Jones and MacPherson win 2014 Agcarm scholarships
Horticultural student Yvette Jones and 
veterinary science student Hannah 
MacPherson have each been awarded a 
$2,500 scholarship from Agcarm to help 
their studies at Massey University.

From the Bay of Plenty, 19 year old Yvette Jones grew up witness-
ing first-hand the devastation of the deadly PSA virus. She wants 
to help prevent biosecurity disasters like this from affecting New 
Zealand growers.
Ms Jones would like to develop contingency plans to prevent the 
spread of disease and help growers respond promptly if their land 
is compromised.
Hannah MacPherson, a third-year veterinary science student at 
Massey considered a profession in agricultural science, but de-
cided instead to be a large animal practitioner.
Ms MacPherson, 20, acknowledges the role of the veterinary 
pharmaceutical industry. She says most of the intensive animal 
production systems require a range of veterinary products to 
achieve optimum animal production and welfare.
“As the pharmaceutical industry delivers new active compounds 
to manage disease in animal populations, the veterinary profes-
sion and its key component, veterinary science, will continue to 
benefit,” Ms MacPherson says.

The scholarships, the Agcarm Undergraduate 
Horticultural Scholarship and the Agcarm Vet-
erinary Science Scholarship, are an example of 

industry initiatives led by Agcarm to provide 
safe and sustainable animal health and crop 
protection technology for the future of New 

AGCARM OFFERS TWO SCHOLARSHIPS A YEAR TO SUPPORT EDUCATION AND 
TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT CAREERS IN AGCARM-RELATED INDUSTRIES. 

 

Have your say on how agrichemicals 
should be managed in New Zealand

The New Zealand Agrichemical Education 
Trust is leading a review of the New Zealand 
Standard for the Management of Agrichemicals 
(NZS8409:2004) due to regulatory changes, 
made in December 2017, affecting hazardous 
substances.

The proposed Standard provides practical 
and specific guidance on the safe, responsible 
and effective management of agrichemicals, 
including pesticides, veterinary medicines, and 
agricultural use of detergents and sanitisers - 
and must be appropriate for all users.

SUBMISSIONS ON THE PROPOSED STANDARD ARE DUE BY 1 FEBRUARY 2021. 

Submissions are welcome on the revised standard that informs the use of agricultural 
chemicals, including plant protection products and veterinary medicines.

To distinguish pesticides from other 
agrichemicals, such as dairy detergents, the 
term ‘plant protection products’ has been 
introduced – aligning with international use. 

Plant protection products are often sprayed 
onto target plants, so requires certain risks to be 
managed. 

The disposal section has been updated to reflect 
current practice and higher environmental 
standards. Recycling of empty containers has 
been prioritised against other disposal options. 

More detail has been provided on how to 
dispose of contaminated water, for example, 
from sprayer washings and contaminated 
absorbent material used to clean up spills. 

It has been over 15 years since the standard was 
last reviewed and updated.

Submissions on the proposed Standard are due 
by 1 February 2021. ■

WHAT'S IN

o  Now includes dairy detergents.

o  New section on the use of enclosed  
    cabs and avoiding contamination.

o  More detail on selection of gloves.

o  Disposal section updated for better 
    environmental outcomes, and more detail 
    on disposing of contaminated water.

WHAT'S OUT

o  Fumigants have been excluded due  
    to their specific requirements and 
    low number of users.

o  Vertebrate Toxic Agents remain  
    out of scope. 

o  Burning containers.

WHAT'S CHANGING

Each section has been thoroughly reviewed 
by experts, including technical and regulatory 
advisers. Some of the topics covered include 
requirements for competency and training, use 
of personal protective equipment, and disposal. 
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https://shop.standards.govt.nz/default.htm?action=browseDrafts&draftTypeId=1&mod=drafts&utm_campaign=homepage&utm_source=advert1&utm_medium=homepage
https://shop.standards.govt.nz/default.htm?action=browseDrafts&draftTypeId=1&mod=drafts&utm_campaign=homepage&utm_source=advert1&utm_medium=homepage
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Horticultural Scholarship and the Agcarm Vet-
erinary Science Scholarship, are an example of 

industry initiatives led by Agcarm to provide 
safe and sustainable animal health and crop 
protection technology for the future of New 

AGCARM OFFERS TWO SCHOLARSHIPS A YEAR TO SUPPORT EDUCATION AND 
TO RAISE AWARENESS ABOUT CAREERS IN AGCARM-RELATED INDUSTRIES. 

 

Covid-19: Challenges and opportunities 
for global food producers
Disrupted supply chains, farm labour shortages 
and food insecurity are some of the effects 
of the global Covid-19 lockdowns, highlights 
Executive Director of CropLife Asia, Dr Sianghee 
Tan at an address to Agcarm members.

The longstanding market, technology and 
finance issues that Asian smallholder farmers 
face are exacerbated by lockdowns, border 
closures and movement restrictions. Farmer 
health was another issue raised by Dr Tan. In 
India, 42 percent of the population is involved 
in farming. Based on the country’s Covid-19 
infection rates, millions of farmers could be 
compromised by being infected with the virus. 
This puts more pressure on an already disrupted 
food chain.

On the upside, the long-term effects of 
Covid-19 will bring opportunities for global 
food producers. An increase in mergers and 
acquisitions and trade partnerships between 
larger and smaller companies are likely 
outcomes of the quest to overcome the 
challenges and risks posed by Covid.

 Labour shortages may also incentivise an 
upswing in mechanical and digital solutions. The 
use of precision agriculture and other innovative 
crop protection methods, such as drones to help 
with accurate pesticide application and timing, 
will reduce the need for manual labour.

Plant science is in an ideal position to transform 
global agriculture. Countries will set up special 
task forces to drive economies under the “new 
normal” Dr Tan expects. This presents a new 
partnership opportunity to build the agricultural 
pillar, with plant science as an established 

trusted partner. Plant breeding innovations, 
functional regulatory systems and high adoption 
of new technologies, will support sustainable 
agriculture and food security.

To encourage innovation and technology 
development in New Zealand, we must have 
a predictable, science-based regulatory 
environment which allows our industry to supply 
innovative and quality products that manage 
pests and diseases in crops and animals. This will 
then protect our $6 billion horticultural industry 
and $30 billion animal protein market from 
devastating losses, while also preventing pain 
and suffering in our farm animals and pets. ■

Great Britain glyphosate extension 
likely
Glyphosate is likely to have its authorisation 
expiry date extended to December 2025 in 
Great Britain following the completion of the 
Brexit transition period.

Speaking at the virtual British Crop 
Production Council 2020 congress, Darren 
Flynn, head of active substances delivery for 
the Chemical Regulation Division, explained 
that all active substances due to expire 
between 2021 and 2023 would be granted a 
three-year extension under the new pesticides 
regulation regime.

The three-year extension is to allow time for 
the development of the new Great Britain 
active substance renewal programme. The 
Health and Safety Executive will still retain the 
power to review active substance approvals 
at any time, should new evidence identify any 
concerns to human health or the environment.

Much of the EU legislative framework for 
pesticide regulation will be retained following 
the end of the transition period, but Great 
Britain will take responsibility for its own 
regulatory decisions from 1 January 2021. ■

Glyphosate
Australian report highlights harm from 
ban
The Invasive Species Council has released a new 
report, Glyphosate: A Chemical to Understand, 
that explores glyphosate use in Australia, 
including its role in controlling weeds in native 
ecosystems.

The report concludes that a ban on 
glyphosate would have serious environmental 
consequences, with increased weed invasions 
in areas of native vegetation like national parks, 
and increased erosion on farms.

Thanks to CropLife Asia and CropLife Australia for their input.
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https://invasives.org.au/publications/glyphosate-a-chemical-to-understand/


Summer Conference

THURSDAY 25 FEBRUARY 2021 
EAST PIER HOTEL 
50 NELSON QUAY, AHURIRI 
 NAPIER 

Speakers confirmed include Greg 
Hart from Mangarara Farms who will 
discuss regenerative farming. Recycling, 
regulatory and farming updates, followed 
by networking drinks and dinner, are on 
the programme.

Agcarm members are invited to a field 
trip the day after the conference. The day 
involves a demonstration of robotic and 
drone technology by the Aware Group, a 
local farm and lunch at the Mission Estate 
winery.

More information is available on our 
conference page or by contacting the 
conference organiser, Melanie Murray. 

Register for conference. ■
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 [9]Agcarm appoints new Technical 
Manager
Agcarm’s newly appointed 
Technical Manager, Jeff Howe, 
says enabling better access to 
new and improved animal health 
products that offer the potential 
for innovative and game-
changing solutions is one of his 
top priorities.

Jeff commences as Technical 
Manager this month, replacing Jan 
Quay as Agcarm's animal health 
expert. As well as taking the lead 
on animal health issues, he will 
provide technical support on the 
crop protection and rural supplier 
portfolios. 

“Getting better outcomes for 
farmers, animals, and consumers 
of food and fibre is a key driver 
for me. I am excited about the 
possibilities for new technologies 
to increase productivity, reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions, 
minimise residues, and help in 
the fight against antimicrobial 
resistance.

“I look forward to working closely 
with government and industry 
stakeholders to facilitate access 
to cutting edge products that will 
support a more sustainable and 
innovative sector, and Agcarm’s 
vision of healthy crops - healthy 
animals - healthy business."

Jeff has an MBA from Victoria 
University of Wellington and 
agricultural science qualifications 
from Massey University 
specialising in animal nutrition. He 
comes to Agcarm after twenty 
years developing international 
business at Victoria University 
of Wellington. Before that he 
worked for the Foundation for 
Research, Science and Technology 
- where he developed research 
strategies for animal industries and 
intellectual property policy, and 
for the-then Ministry of Agriculture 
and Forestry Policy Group where 
he worked on the development of 
the Agricultural Compounds and 
Veterinary Medicines (ACVM) and 
Hazardous Substances and New 
Organisms (HSNO) Acts. ■

http://agcarm.co.nz/summer-conference/
mailto:events%40agcarm.co.nz?subject=
http://sydney.rainbowcreative.co.nz/agcarm.co.nz/
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What is Agcarm?
Agcarm is the industry association which represents crop protection, animal health, and rural 
supplier businesses. Agcarm members distribute and sell the majority of veterinary medicines and 
crop protection products in New Zealand. Agcarm members promote responsible use of products 
right through the product life cycle, from research to disposal. Agcarm is also a positive voice for 
its members and lobbies for progressive and sensible policy.

For information on joining Agcarm, go to  www.agcarm.co.nz

Our mission is to protect and enhance the health of 
crops and animals through innovation, development 
and responsible use of products.

We work with governments and stakeholders from 
around the globe to shape policy and meet the shared 
goals of health and safety to protect the environment 
and the food chain.

Our ability to source information from experts around 
the world gives legislators access to the best advice.

Agcarm’s priorities:

Safe Food / Provision of Innovative Compounds /  
Resistance Management / Healthy Animals and Crops /  
Product Stewardship / Bee Health / Sustainability.
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